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RIGHT AFTER LANDING!

IN THE PRESS:
"Spanish-born
philosopher
George Santayana coined the
much-mangled aphorism that
‘those who cannot remember
the past are doomed to repeat it.’ At the Dubai Airshow
yesterday, a French company
and a Swiss airline captain
showed how pilots can tap
the lessons of the past
through their aircraft’s flight
data monitoring system."

"A new solution from CEFA
Aviation, CEFA Aviation Mobile Services (AMS), delivers
feedback to aircrews right after landing using a tablet with
a secure internet connection
to depict selected flight segments. CEFA AMS converts
wireless Flight Data Recorder
(FDR) data into a realistic
animation in less than
10 minutes after landing."

Aviation Week

CAT magazine

Request a demo now!
Tel. : +33 389 294 250
sales@cefa-aviation.com

REPLAY YOUR FLIGHT

FLIGHT DEBRIEF - LINE TRAINING

www.cefa-aviation.com/ams

LINE TRAINING

FLIGHT DEBRIEF
ALREADY A

REALITY FOR 3000 PILOTS!

All Nippon Airways is the launch customer of CEFA AMS.
3000 pilots have an easy access to an immediate and objective
debriefing tool since March 2017.

88%+ of pilots find CEFA AMS
useful for performance review &
safety enhancement

Internal ANA survey on 300 pilots
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EACH FLIGHT BECOMES A

TRAINING OPPORTUNITY!

Leading company in flight
data animation, CEFA Aviation
launched CEFA AMS (Aviation
Mobile Services), the 1st
cloud-based solution in
the world that makes videos
of own flights available for
each pilot on their tablet right
after
landing,
anywhere,
at anytime.

"We do not learn from experience.
We learn from reflecting on experience."

NASA study

Hideo MORIOKA, Senior Director, Safety Promotion & Flight Data Analysis, ANA

A PILOT'S VIEW

Some of CEFA AMS benefits:

"As a Captain and flight instructor, I often need to review some
flights, even when safety was not at stake. CEFA AMS allows
debriefings to be based not only on memories. This enhances the
dialog between instructors & young pilots. It is a quick and easy
service, every pilot will be keen on using it. In the end, it improves
flight safety and will revolutionize pilot training!"
Captain Pierre Wannaz, Swiss International Airlines
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